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Captivating and inspiring Bill's work is truly inspiring. It is
extremely inspiring, I believe not only for people suffering from
cancer, but also for everyone, to see how people have taken very
difficult conditions and used those experiences to bring greater wisdom
and joy to themselves also to the world. Furthermore, as a reader, I
discover the tales captivating and inspiring, and mix me to look at my
own cancer experience and how my life might serve another. I was
interviewed because of this book during my treatments for my disease and
I truthfully got no clue if or when this might be published but the mere
truth that someone out generally there thought my tale was inspirational
provided me much of the courage I had a need to keep fighting the nice
fight.! And it's really all done, not merely with know-how and encounter
but with precise intuition. The reoccuring theme of the 120 survivors
wasn't about the disease we all acquired in common. Very inspiring book
for people suffering from cancer (and everybody else! Remarkable and
transformative A remarkable collection by a consummate artist!however
the fact that we all wouldn't let it manage our lives.! My motto: "Never
give up, there's always HOPE"! A lot of people are living with cancer
today, and Bill Aron has done an incredible job of putting faces and
titles and stories collectively to show the fact that you can survive,
and even thrive, with a tumor diagnosis. I bought one for myself, and
one for my dad, who was recently identified as having esophogeal cancer.
A book for living: and not just with Cancer LIving well-selecting
gratitude and purpose--has been a struggle for me. Great job! I am one
of Bill's 120 survivors (page 216). I'm honored to have already been
selected for his book which describes 120 really inspirational survivors
who under no circumstances gave up! Truly inspirational.Reading each and
every story, while all so different, we are all thus similar.! If you
want to realize that cancers often doesn't get the last word, this is
essential read! Thanks Bill! Powerful and inspiring I'm in awe of each
one who was interviewed because of this book. Truly inspirational! It
places things in perspective and present you a spot of scale.!! I plan
to order even more copies to keep on hands as an uplifting gift to
anyone who needs to start to see the positive outcomes which are
feasible. My fears and to-do lists often block the way. I don't possess
cancer, but simply being alive is normally a fatal illness. So this
publication has been very helpful to me. These "energetic images" as
Bill phone calls them boost my energy. The stories provide me paths to
gratitude and joy. (I also provide this reserve to my friends who have
cancer) " Everyone should read this publication to understand and
recognize that life is beautiful and, no matter what I am among the
survivors in the book as well. I make an effort to read an access each
day as a spiritual practice. As I read the others' tales, I became so
inspired and motivated to speak up and tell the world the message of 1
participant, "Don't wait till you get cancers to change your life."
Every person should read this book to comprehend and recognize that life



is beautiful and, regardless of what, we can celebrate. I recomment this
book This book is upbeat and positive for anyone dealing with cancer -
either as an individual or as someone close to an individual. It
features folks from many walks of lifestyle and an array of ages who
have confronted cancer.If you know anyone who is currently dealing with
treatment for cancer, he/she will see encouragement in the wide
selection of personal tales by people in similar circumstances.
Encouraging and Uplifting Excellent gift for encouragement for anybody
fighting Cancer. Great uplifting stories and genuine photos of
survivors..Inspirational for everyone! His photographs are really
beautiful, and fully catch the person. As a survivor myself and
something of the lucky 120 interviewees in this reserve I could speak
first hand of the wish Bill's book has provided me. Kol haKavod
(congrats in Hebrew) to Costs for a marvelous contribution to people.
Five Stars Inspiring tales with great photographs of those involved.
amazing! " Above all of that That is a stellar work. It's uplifting and
inspiring not just for those facing the challenge of cancer, but also
for those facing the daily issues of life! Great job! I gave this
reserve to a member of family who is dealing with cancer. Her spouse
read and stated, 'Wow, this has certainly been a gratitude jolt for me.)
This is a very beautifully done book, both artistically and with the
stories shared.. Such an excellent book!" Most importantly of this,
beyond New Beginnings is definitely a sensitive treatment and composed
with inspiring text message. You will see Aron's photographic brilliance
shinning through—and I say this as a fellow pro-photographer: his
framing, his attention to light and his momentary captures really define
a moving image. Whether you have cancers or you are a caregiver for
somebody with cancer this book will undoubtedly bring you hope, strength
and pleasure. Excellent book, treasured charm, beautifully laid out.
Many thanks, Bill Aron. Five Stars Great Stories Inspiring! So
inspiring! Congrats, Bill Aron!.. This book is nothing lacking amazing,
inspiring and filled with hope.my sister died from cancer 1 1/2 years
ago and she was extremely stoic throughout her four-year fight,
therefore i have tremendous respect and admiration for anybody whose
bravery and positive outlook prevails in this incredibly difficult
circumstance.! Have bought 2 so far for friends... Expenses Aron has
done an excellent work of showcasing these exclusive individuals and
their journeys in a compelling way. Highly recommended!amazing! I would
recommend it to everyone. Very inspirational!.
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